Dirty energy money is pouring into Pennsylvania and it’s corrupting our democracy.

The fossil fuel industry has spent millions buying our politicians and there’s only one thing that can stop the madness – people all over the state rising up and demanding change!

Pennsylvania is drowning in industry money

$4,402,886+

The amount of dirty energy money given directly to current State Representatives and Senators since 2006.

Paving the Way for Industry

Oil and gas industry contributions more than DOUBLED between 2006 and 2012. At the same time, Pennsylvania’s natural gas boom -- lubricated by industry money -- took off with widespread fracking across the Marcellus Shale.

Tipping the Legislative Scales

Senate Bill 259 was a massive legislative win for the fracking industry, gutting decades old law that helped protect landowners from predatory oil and gas lease practices.

Senators and Reps voting in favor accepted a total of: $4,137,533+

On average, each individual voting in favor accepted 5x more than those voting against.


Oil Change International is a research, communication, and advocacy organization focused on exposing the true costs of fossil fuels and facilitating the coming transition towards clean energy.